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JEAN SIBELIUS
Op. 48, No. 2

Piano

Andantino con moto (\( \frac{4}{4} \) \( \text{e} \))
dolce espressivo

una corda
e con \( \Xi \).

Copyright, 1910, by Schlesinger'sche Buch- & Musikhandlung, Berlin
Copyright assigned, 1911, to G. Schirmer, Boston

B.M.C. 2624 C
B.M.C. 2625
Alla Gavotta

JEAN SIBELIUS
Op. 46, No. 7

Piano

Allegro (d = 120)

Copyright, 1910, by Schlesinger'sche Buch. & Musikhandlung, Berlin
Copyright assigned, 1911, to G. Schirmer, Boston
expressivo

cresc. molto

B. M. Co. 26829
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EASY

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 337

EDITA LANG

Crystal Stream of Folklore

More than a carefully made selection of the best folk-songs—it serves as a beginner's book in piano playing. Each piece is accompanied by verses.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 12

FLORENCE MAXIM

Album of Selected Pieces for the Young Pianist


B. M. Co. Ed. No. 385

ANNIS RISHER

From Grandma's Garden


B. M. Co. Ed. No. 48

M. P. PELLER

Four Pieces for Beginners (Both hands in treble clef)


B. M. Co. Ed. No. 47

The Same (Right hand in treble, left in bass)

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 46

LUDVIG SCHYTTE

Op. 100. Easy Studies

Schytte's music is the product of highly cultivated imagination and remarkably evolved musicianship, unusually individual and apart from its incalculable worth.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 28

HEINRICH HELM

Summer Scenes


B. M. Co. Ed. No. 332 a/b

RENE L. BECKER

A String of Merry Strains

2 Books ca. 60


B. M. Co. Ed. No. 12

G. MARSHAL-LOEPEK

In the Woodland

1. June Morning; 2. Wild Rose; 3. Bird-Catcher; 4. The Turtle; 5. Love Letter. A real beauty, the result of one of the most popular composers.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 345

G. MARSHAL-LOEPEK

Winter Sketches


B. M. Co. Ed. No. 329

E. H. ADAMS

Pandora's Box


Medium

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 348

X. SCHARWENKA

Album of Twelve Pieces

Material in the easy grade by a master pedagogue, supplemented in each measure with valuable explanations by C. L. Cape.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 344

LUDVIG SCHYTTE

Op. 68. 25 Modern Etudes

Like all of Ludwig Schytte's easy material for the piano, these studies are written with infallible knowledge of the essential factors that will aid in clarifying and equalising technique.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 306 a/b

FINI HENRIQUES


Books 1 & 2 ca. 90

Descriptive little pieces of remarkable originality and expression.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 321

LUDVIG SCHYTTE

Op. 98a. The Palette

1. Writing (Twilight in the Valley); 2. Yellow (Round in the Garden); 3. Green (Apple Meadow); 4. White (Pine Desert); 5. Blue (Rising Flowers); 6. Money (The Fair); 7. Grey (Lost Jovis); 8. Blue (The Bay of Naples).

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 43

AMERICAN COMPOSERS

Album of Ten Pieces


Advanced

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 33

EMIL SJÖGRÖN

Erotikon. (Five Pieces)

Significant marks among the notable musicians of Scandinavia, and among the most interesting of contemporary composers. "Erotikon" is a composition of beautiful compositions, well suited to recitals.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 55

ITALIAN COMPOSERS

Second Album of Ten Pieces


B. M. Co. Ed. No. 352 a/b

NEUPERT-FRIEDMAN

Thirty-threes. Books 1 & 2 ca. 90

These excellent studies by Edmund Neupert have been edited and annotated by Isaac Friedman, the distinguished pianist and pedagogue. They afford splendid preparation for the modern study literature.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 18

ETHELBERG NEVIN

Four Compositions

1. Violin Gavotte; 2. Slumber Song; 3. Intermezzo; 4. Song of the Brook. Among the most popular compositions of a composer whose works are too well known to require further comment.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 544

CÉSAR FRANCK

Preludes, Arias and Final

Edited by Harold Bauer

"Mr. Stock has done a wonderful piece of work in editing and revising this masterpiece..."—Musical America.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 342

GABRIEL GROVLEZ

Three Impressions of London


B. M. Co. Ed. No. 354

HELEN HOPEKIRK

Suite

1. Stringed; 2. Minuet; 3. Air; 4. Gavotte; 5. Rhapsody. Mrs. Hopekirk occupies a prominent position in the ranks of contemporary piano writers. Her creations are in no way inferior to those of her distinguished contemporaries. In this suite she has given a new and personal dress to old but always charming forms.

B. M. Co. Ed. No. 351

A. SCRABIN

Six Etudes


These six in beauty with Chopin's Studies.
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